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Improving
Motor Skills!
Gross and Fine
Motor Development!

Presenter: Shannon Samulski

Gross Motor Developmental
Sequence


Walks with balance and spatial
awareness



Hops (two-legged)



Runs well on flat ground



Balance on one leg with eyes
opened



Runs on uneven surfaces



Balances on one leg with eyes
closed (six or more seconds)



Stands with confidence on a balance
board



Models a standing cross-crawl
(marching) pattern



Jumps on a mini-trampoline



Dribbles a ball with one hand



Demonstrates underhand throwing
skills



Skips smoothly for at least 10 yards



Demonstrates catching skills with
large ball



Demonstrates ability to do smooth
jumping jacks



Demonstrates catching skills with a
small ball or beanbag



Walks on a balance beam or line
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Visual Motor Developmental
Sequence


Explores environment with hands
and eyes





Throws and catches large ball



Begins near-point hand-eye play



Throws and catches small ball



Sustains near-point hand-eye play



Demonstrates balance skills for
running and playing



Follows print when stories are read
to him or her











Throws and catches a small ball
with skill
Shows interest in reading at home
and at school
Balances with eyes closed for six
seconds on one foot
Skip smoothly
Maintains visual focus when
reading and printing
Enjoys near-point visual motor
activities.

Balance Activities
 Balance

object on head

 Balance

board activities

 Mini

trampoline activities

 Balance
 Walk

beam

the line

 Stepping

stones
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Balancing Activities


One-leg balance



One-leg swings



Hopping



Toe Raises



Cross Crawls (slow)



Statues



Balance balls



Jump rope



Mini trampoline activities

Bilateral Motor Activities
 Arm

swinging

 Jumping

jacks

 Alternating
 balloon
 Soccer
 Jump

hand dribbling

race

dribbling

rope

 Hook-up
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Bilateral Motor Activities


Skywriting



Footprint patterns



Cross-over walking



Cross-crawl activities



Skipping



Infinity walk

Visual Motor Coordination


Throw with accuracy



Throw with memory



Ball catch activities



Balloon hits



Suspending ball



One or alternating hand
dribbling
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Visual Motor Coordination



Obstacle course



Lazy-eights



Soccer dribbling



Juggling



Visual motor play: coloring,
cutting, drawing, legos, beads,
etc.

Laterality or Directionality


Suspended ball activities



Walking variations



Footprint patterns



Balloon up



Throwing beanbags to arrows



Listening to directions



Mirroring



Jumping turns



Flashlight
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Why Focus on Fine Motor
Development?

 Each

year more and more students are coming to school with
weak fine motor development

 Often

times these same students have difficulty coordinating
eye and hand movement, holding a crayon or playing with
puzzles

 Their

hands are weak and underdeveloped and tend to avoid
fine motor tasks.

 They

may experience frustration when writing their name,
zipping their coat, opening milk cartons, or putting on boots
or opening their backpacks
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Areas of Fine Motor Development!
Fine Motor Pre/Post Assessment

Visual

Motor Integration

Pencil

Grip

Cutting

Skills

Eye-Hand
Hand

Coordination

Strength
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Sample Finger Funatics
Activities
Wax Ball

Treasure Hunt

Lacing Cards
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Sample Finger Funatics
Activities
Barrel of Monkeys

Funatic-Doh Snip

Flip Card
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Sample Finger Funatics
Activities
Ball Exercises

Beans in a Bottle

Pom Pon Pick-Up
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Fine Motor Assessment
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Finger Funatics Take Home Kit


Tote sent home weekly with materials and activity sheet

Students scored 79% or
lower on Pre-Assessment




Letter to parents



Each night for 5-10 minutes



Return kit weekly for new
activity
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